1983 yamaha xj550
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Before you buy this bike, you should view the list of related motorbikes Compare technical
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etc. Rating sample for this Yamaha bike. Value for money for the Yamaha XJ You can also
compare bikes. Two things a motorcycle manufacturer has to look out for when introducing a
new model: the competition and the economy. Yamaha got the competition right when it
introduced the XJ Seca in , as mid-size bikes had not been very popular during the horsepower
wars of the late s. The engine had been around a while, with all problems sorted out, an in-line
four with two shim-adjusted valves per cylinder and two chain-driven overhead camshafts. One
tricky bit was this new YCIS â€” or Yamaha Induction Control System â€” a rather complicated
addition to the cylinder heads that was intended to improve combustion and also mileage. The
main fuel intake would move along calmly and rapidly between carburetor and combustion
chamber, until it met the YICS just above the valve. The better-burning also meant better
mileage, and Yamaha was getting more than 50 mpg with the Gas came down from the 4. Rapid
burn! Exhaust gases pushed out to a header pipe, with the four headers running into two
mufflers. Measuring the power we find this slightly oversquare cc engine created plus ponies at
10, rpm, and a respectable 30 lb-ft of torque at a more modest 7, rpm. And if you had a really
skillful rider at the bars, that bike could do the quarter-mile in just, very just, under 13 seconds
and exceed mph. Not quite what the average rider was capable of, but nice for boasting. So how
did the power get from the crankshaft to the rear wheel? A Hy-Vo chain from the middle of the
crank ran to the jackshaft, with hydraulic tensioning keeping the chain in the best of condition.
The clutch was wet, running to a conventional six-speed transmission, and on to a No. Rear
brake was a rod-operated seven-inch drum. A pair of preload-adjustable shocks offered a little
bit less than four inches of travel, and were often changed for superior aftermarket units. This
was one narrow engine, with the alternator having been placed on top of the tranny rather than
off to the side, as skinny is very useful for cornering. The engine was rubber mounted in order
to keep the minimal vibes away. The steel tube frame was the full cradle variety, with a pair of
downtubes coming from the steering head. Here, the non-adjustable front fork was also
attached angling at 27 degrees, trailing 4. A single Seat was long and flat, with the height at
Bars were raised enough to be comfortable on an all-day ride, and the little headlight fairing and
windshield kept the wind off. But not the rain. Sidestand and centerstand were both bolted on,
making chain adjustment easy. Paper air filter was easily changed, and the battery quite
accessible. The dash was useful, with conventional speedo and tach, a couple of gauges to
measure fuel and voltage, and standard idiot lights. The fuel gauge could be overly cautious in
its indicating of how much fuel remained, but the bike was definitely good for miles. Of note was
the oil light indicating low level, rather than low pressure, which Yamaha felt was more
important when preserving the engine was the concern. Light goes on, add oil. The main
complaint was the lack of adjustability in the suspension, both front and back. Plus, tax. Which
brings us to what was mentioned in that first sentence, the economy. The Reagan-era recession
resulted in a lot of unemployed, and citizens were focusing on essentials, like food and toilet
paper, rather than expensive playthings. The recession caused the whole U. In the Yamaha
brochures showed 17 cc and larger road bikes on the market; three years later, , the number
was down to seven. Also, the other Japanese companies were improving their mid-range
motorcycles, with a greatly improved Kawasaki GPZ Competition and recession? The Seca was
a very good motorcycleâ€¦in Two years later new bikes from the other OEMs made it look a bit
on the old side. I had the version. I had a also, it was my first street bike. Mine was red, I think
the white looks better. Rode it from LA to Vegas a couple times, and discovered the motor
would burn oil on longer runs. On my normal mile commute it never used any oil. The seat was
not awesome, good for maybe an hour or so. Later I had a Seca, its seat was no better. To this
day, the antidive front suspension works well, the LED array in the instrument pod works, and

best of all, that DOHC four-stroke mill still works! Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Northeast U. South Central U. Southeast U. West U. Rider
Magazine. Riding Miles in 2 Days on a year-old Inspiration from an Old Gent Driving a Buick.
Please enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email
address! Most Popular. What's New? Clement Salvadori - February 19, Clement Salvadori February 17, Make Yamaha. Engine and transmissionDisplacement Must sell! Will sell for what
is owed! Reddish copper beauty! This bike is in good condition - ready to ride! Fantastic
beginner bike, especially if you like wrenching! It has a center stand, two keys, really
comfortable seat, and I am including the saddle bags pictured and extra spark plugs. Clean title
on hand. I have the receipt to prove all part improvements and servicing recently done. There is
a scratch on the gas tank, missing horn button, and small rust hole on the exhaust pipe dime
size. Other than that it's a really fun ride. Model CC DT1. Mono shock. Heavy duty front rim.
Runs good. Good condition. Help me clean out the garage. Bill of Sale available. All questions
welcome. Email or call before 9pm for info. Model XJ Maxim. Yamaha designed the
high-performance XJ as a four-cylinder with chain drive, and built it specifically as a special
cruiser. Cycle magazine said in "After the wide proliferation of special styling, it's easy to forget
what a landmark bike the Maxim is The was striking, controversial, sensational, and wildly
successful in showrooms. This one is in great condition. It runs and rides just as good as it
looks!! Each bike goes through rigorous inspection, cleaning and examination before we feel
comfortable considering it a part of our inventory and available for sale. Once we are through
with our thorough inspections and cleanings and the bike has been approved for sale, we
photograph it from all angles. The picture views assure to our clients that the bike is in good
condition and there are no flaws to hide, which is important to both us and to our online buyers.
Be sure to check out brennys dot com for this, and lots of other bikes, scooters, and ATVs!!
Model YZF. All backed by legendary Yamaha durability so you can ride for years to come! Model
TT-R Racy styling meets total user-friendliness in the new TT-R This one's built to take whatever
you can dish out and keep on thumping. Salvage tile is only reason selling so cheap. It needs to
move from where it's currently parked ASAP or it will be towed. It doesn't run right now but it
did run 2 weeks ago. I'm pretty sure it's some thing simple to get it to run from what my
boyfriend said. I don't have the pink slip but can provide a bill of sale. I need to sell this bike
fast, hence the cheap price. Serious inquiries only please. The bike is located in Hollister. I have
two of these bikes the other one is a 81 I've been using it for a parts bike I'm letting them go
together. I've had the 82 running the other day it will need an oil change maybe some carb
cleaner ran through it and the chain lubed and adjusted. This is a good deal I've priced them to
go This is a "Project Bike" purchase by my son several years ago, but he was unable to secure
parts for it due to its age. It ran when it was put in storage, but has not been started in several
years and needs a new clutch. A solid vintage motorcycle in pretty decent shape, this would be
a great project bike for somebody that has the expertise to restore it or a great parts bike for
somebody working on this vintage of motorcycle. Model Maxim XJ Runs great. Minor problem
with turn signals. Its got new tires, a brand new clutch and cable and a brand new battery. Ive
done a partial tune up but the only thing it needs is new plugs. Its daily driver, easy, but also
sporty. Its the four cylinder so its a fun, fast bike but gets 55mpg. It needs a new paintjob,
because of the previous owner using a rattlecan, but thats easy. I was gonna do it but I figured I
would let the new owner pick the color. Bayfield, CO. Burnet, TX. Baton Rouge, LA. Ridgefield,
WA. South Kingstown, RI. Eau Gallie, FL. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Xj Maxim. Year Make Yamaha Model -. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Charles, Missouri. Prev 1 2 3
Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit
Cancel. Make Yamaha. Model YZF. All backed by legendary Yamaha durability so you can ride
for years to come! Model TT-R Racy styling meets total user-friendliness in the new TT-R This
one's built to take whatever you can dish out and keep on thumping. Salvage tile is only reason
selling so cheap. It needs to move from where it's currently parked ASAP or it will be towed. It
doesn't run right now but it did run 2 weeks ago. I'm pretty sure it's some thing simple to get it
to run from what my boyfriend said. I don't have the pink slip but can provide a bill of sale. I
need to sell this bike fast, hence the cheap price. Serious inquiries only please. The bike is
located in Hollister. Model Maxim XJ Model XJ Maxim. Yamaha designed the high-performance
XJ as a four-cylinder with chain drive, and built it specifically as a special cruiser. Cycle
magazine said in "After the wide proliferation of special styling, it's easy to forget what a
landmark bike the Maxim is The was striking, controversial, sensational, and wildly successful
in showrooms. This one is in great condition. It runs and rides just as good as it looks!! Each
bike goes through rigorous inspection, cleaning and examination before we feel comfortable
considering it a part of our inventory and available for sale. Once we are through with our

thorough inspections and cleanings and the bike has been approved for sale, we photograph it
from all angles. The picture views assure to our clients that the bike is in good condition and
there are no flaws to hide, which is important to both us and to our online buyers. Be sure to
check out brennys dot com for this, and lots of other bikes, scooters, and ATVs!! Model XS.
Working engine pulled from bike, all wires are in in working order, clutch cable was cut will
need to be replaced all gears work and gearbox is in working order. The engine has no internal
or external damage, just needs cleaning up. To use these late type friction plates remove the old
clutch plate separator O-Rings discard , and add 1 additional steel drive plate and replace all 6
old type thick friction plates with 7pc. Use 5 pc. To use these late type friction plates remove the
old clutch plateseparator O-Rings discard , and add 1 additional steel drive plate and replaceall
6 old type thick friction plates with 7pc. Shipping is FREE. Have any questions? EBC street
replacement brake rotors are your fix! These rotors are manufactured from high-quality
materials and are guaranteed to give you pristine stopping performance. EBC street
replacement brake rotors are designed to fit directly onto your OE hub, leaving you worry-free
when it comes time for installation. Get back on the open road and stop your street warrior like
it did when it came from the factory. EBC street replacement brake rotors are cross-drilled and
slotted to help dissipate heat and keep your brake pads from excessive wear. Hollywood, FL.
Huntington Beach, CA. Williamsburg, VA. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Eaton, NH. Laguna Niguel,
CA. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Maxim
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Make Yamaha 7. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. DOHC, 2 valves per
cylinder. Though the Seca hasn't changed mechanically, it's drifted from sport to
mainstreamâ€” in comparison, of course, to the competition. Superbikes with their claim to
second quarter-miles and outrageous top speedsâ€”dominated the Seventies. In a similar way,
middleweights are laying claim to the Eighties. Capable of mid-twelves in the quarter, with
agility unrivaled by full-liter bikes and, maybe best of all, carrying price tags well below three
grand, the best of the s are attracting sport enthusiasts like never before. Kawasaki opened up
the '80s with the introduction of the KZâ€”faster than any of the other middleweights except
Yamaha's Maxim. The KZ's only class rivals the Honda turned and the Suzuki were mildewing
with age, designed in the early- to mid-'70s with only minor subsequent updates. But
technology thankfully keeps blossoming: the GPz got better in while the Seca dropped back a
notch. Still, the Yamaha ranked above the musty Honda and Suzuki middleweights.
Nineteen-eighty-three â€” and, oh what a difference a year makes! The Kawasaki GPz has been
refined, Suzuki's is all new with racetrack-inspired styling and technology , and Honda's new
Nighthawk and are fast, fast, fast. And the Yamaha Seca? It is, basically, an '81 bike with more
sedate styling. Less its handlebar-mounted sport fairing and flashy red-on-white paint scheme,
the new Seca comes only in black with red and purple stripes. Following an '82 change, the
front fender and fork sliders are color-matched to the bodywork. This latest Seca has more
mainstream appeal, though its sporting potential is still commendable. Moreover, it remains the
lightest and narrowest four-cylinder bike in its class. Mechanically, the Seca is unchanged from
the original model. The narrow engine design, made possible by mounting the alternator on top
of the transmission case, was an important step in creating a more compact, lighter motorcycle.
Honda is just now using that design on the new Night-hawks. Narrow engine cases do more
than just improve Ground Clearance; ergonomics improve as well. With a narrower engine, the
footrests can move in closer to the fore-aft center line of the motorcycle. This enables the pegs
to be mounted low, allowing a fairly expansive seating position while still maintaining good
cornering clearance. Though modern in design, the Seca's twin-valve double-overhead-cam
engine lacks the development of other manufacturers' mid-sized fours. Quarter-mile
performance strongly reflects an engine's output, and here the Seca falls behind. Its
quarter-mile figuresâ€” Kawasaki's rocket will blast through the quarter in The Seca uses a
straightforward chassis design. With 27 degrees of rake, 4. The Seca staggers very little in
crosswinds, and the bike does nothing to surprise the rider; it just plain works well. Though its
suspension components lack air assists and adjustable damping, the Seca accommodates most
riding styles and handles most conditions wellâ€”exactly as a mainstream motorcycle should.
The Seca's seating position falls between traditional and sport. The handlebar's pullback invites
an upright riding position, and, fortunately, the instrument nacelle is high enough to act as a
decent windbreak; the traditional-style handlebar won't cause wind-related discomfort unless
you regularly cruise at supra-legal speeds. The footpegs, mounted halfway between sport and
traditional, complement the seat-bar position well. A comfortable seat allows easy cruising for
an hour or all day; the short step leading to the passenger area is small enough t
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o let tall solo riders scoot back easily. History seems to be repeating itself, with just a change
in characters. A few years ago the Yamaha Seca was the fresh face in the crowd of
middle-weights while the Honda and Suzuki were the tried-and-true standbys. For the roles are
reversed: the Seca has established itself as a solid performer by providing good power and
handling all around but not the best in class , while the new bikes are waiting in the wings to
prove themselves. Source Cycle. Home Manufacturer Contact. Yamaha XJ R Seca. Make Model.
Yamaha XJ R Sega. Four stroke, transverse four cylinder. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Air
cooled. Compression Ratio. Battery powered inductive. Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive.
Front Suspension. Telescopic coil spring forks. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Swinging
arm with dual dampers adjustable for preload. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes.
Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Consumption Average. Top Speed.

